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The idea of ‘ Sense and Avoid’ in unmanned aircraft is receiving considerable attention to avoid
collision. One approach to reduce or avoid the aircraft collision can be obtained by using the concept of
Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI). This paper focuses on using the RSSI concept in aircraft, to
implement a nearby Sense and avoid in the form of Self Detect Collision Avoidance (SDCA) module. The
signals which are generally emitted by the aircrafts are recognized by the SDCA module and the signal strength
is determined. The SDCA module after obtaining the strength of the signal calculates the distance from the
intruder and the time remaining for collision using the RSSI concept. For different levels of signal strength
different forms of warning are issued through look up display and audio form to pilot and decision regarding the
change in the direction is made after consulting with the intruding aircraft. This is possible only if the two
aircrafts have SDCA system installed on board. Communication between aircrafts is possible through SDCA
modules without the involvement of the Air Traffic Control(ATC). In case the signal strength reaches the
threshold level set, and there is a lack of pilot response then the SDCA module automatically deviates the
aircraft from its scheduled path, by sending commands to the controller automatically to change the direction of
actuators through the ‘Fly by Wire’ technology. Hence SDCA avoids collision due to pilot error also. When
SDCA is installed only on one of the aircraft , then this aircraft alone is being deviated from its desired direction
to avoid collision It is also equipped with a sensor to detect obstacle and avoids collision.


